
Customize it!

A custom modubooq™ is the 
perfect sustainable promotional 

gift. Adjust modubooq™ to 
your company style with 

a customized logo and 
colors.  All different types of 

modubooq can be used as a 
basis to customize. 

Modular. Reusable. Smart.  
These three words perfectly 

describe modubooq™.

Modular. Add or remove pages 
and re-arrange pages to your 

notetaking needs.

Reusable. Use it over and 
over again for years!  Easily 

erase with water. 

Smart. Save your notes to the cloud 
with any scan app.  

https://www.modubooq.com/custom-notebook/
https://www.modubooq.com/custom-notebook/


This is modubooq ™

Modubooq™ consists of several reusable 
pages, all with a colourful design. You 
can rearrange these pages, add new 
ones or take out unused ones. 
This is how you create your own 
modubooq™, exactly suiting your 
needs! Because modubooq is 
modular, you may assemble 
the notebook yourself 
any way you like! 
You receive all parts 
separately.

With our page designs 
we want to inspire you 
to write down what 
matters in life. Notes, 
ideas, to do’s, your plans 
and lessons learned. 
Modubooq™  has a minimal 
and colorful design. We want 
our page designs to inspire 
motivation and be functional, 
but at the same time being calm and 
matching with the rest of our PATboard 
products.



Duratech3 ™ pages

Moving forward, our goal was to 
achieve the following technical 
innovations over other reusable 

notebooks.

The most paper-like writing 
experience possible on 

rewritable paper.
Have the most durable 

material on the market yet 
to be found, with no residue 

or pressure marks left after 
writing.

The fastest drying ink.
To have 100% waterproof 

pages.

To be fair, we think we 
achieved these goals. Well, we 
didn’t test the infinity part, but 

we know this material will not let 
you down in durability. Besides, we 

wanted the material to be recyclable. 



The essentials

Modubooq™ Essential. The 
lastest addition to the notebook 
family.

The design is minimal. Just 
the discs to bind the pages 
and a pen. So you can 
focus what’s really important to 
you.

The pages have a subtle 
dot grid. Perfect for note 
taking and even making 
sketches and drawings. 

Keep your notes clear and 
your mind will follow. 



Essential Modubooq
16 dotted smart pages

Size: A4

Essential Modubooq
16 dotted smart pages

Size: A5

Essential Modubooq
16 dotted smart pages

Size: A6

Modubooq organizerv
16 lined, 10 dotted, 2 to do 
list, 6 weekly and 6 monthly 

pages
Size: A5

Modubooq Dotted Original
40 pages with dots

Size: A5

Modubooq Notes Original
40 pages with lines

Size: A5

Get in touch!

Convinced? 

On the right all types of 
modubooq™ that can be 
customized.

Go to modubooq.com to get in 
touch or request a quote.

Modubooq™ is the perfect 
sustainable gift for your 
customer or team.

https://www.modubooq.com/contact-form-custom-modubooq/
https://www.modubooq.com/contact-form-custom-modubooq/
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